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1. Introduction

As casualization strategies have proliferated in the wake of the global crisis, techniques to exclude discrete time-periods from the working day are increasingly being devised. Vulnerable periods are targeted and configured as regulatory no-man’s lands that encircle disjointed episodes of protected work. Travel time is one such disputed site. These periods are especially fraught at the lower end of the labour market, perhaps most prominently in the signs of unacceptably widespread non-payment of travel time in the home care sector.¹

Such temporal fragmentation strategies are beginning to be tested before the courts.² In the recent Tyco judgment, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) for the first time addressed the status of travel time under the Working Time Directive (WTD).³ In doing so, the Court reasserted a unitary model of working time and stressed that this model can embrace travel periods. It also identified remuneration as the plane on which temporal fragmentation of jobs can be reconciled with the EU legal order. The judgement in Tyco therefore offers an opportunity to reflect on the evolving role of legal regulation in structuring the temporal dimension of casualization.

2. Home-client travel of peripatetic workers and the WTD

Tyco (Federación de Servicios Privados del sindicato Comisiones obreras (CC.OO.) v Tyco Integrated Security SL)⁴ concerned the travel time of peripatetic workers, with no fixed or habitual workplace. At issue were the periods in which these workers travelled between their homes and their first and last clients of the day. The workers – employed by two related Spanish security firms – installed and maintained domestic and commercial security systems. Their journeys were within assigned geographical areas that consisted of all or part of a province, sometimes more than one. The technicians used a company vehicle to travel from their homes to the premises of their first and last clients each day. The distances varied but were often substantial, sometimes more than 100 km.

Tyco had closed its regional offices in 2011 and attached all of its employees to the central office in Madrid. Prior to the centralisation, the company had regarded as working time travel from a regional office to the first and last customers of the day. Subsequently, travel between clients during the working day was recognised as working time while home-client travel was not. These arrangements
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were adjudged by the referring court, the Audiencia Nacional (National High Court), to be consistent with the Spanish Workers’ Statute.\(^5\)

The question referred to the CJEU was whether the bookend travel periods of these peripatetic workers qualified as “working time” within the definition of Article 2(1) of the WTD: “any period during which the worker is working, at the employer’s disposal and carrying out his activity or duties, in accordance with national laws and/or practice.” If so, the travel periods would count towards the Directive’s mandates on weekly hours,\(^6\) daily\(^7\) and weekly\(^8\) rest periods, rest breaks\(^9\) and night work.\(^10\) If not, they would be categorised as an element of the Directive’s only other temporal category, the ‘rest period,’ defined as ‘any period which is not working time.’\(^11\)

3. ‘Working time’ in Tyco: the unitary model sustained

Tyco is the sequel to the protracted skirmish over the legal classification of working hours in on-call work that began at the turn of the century.\(^12\) In this line of cases — SIMAP (2000),\(^13\) Jaeger (2003),\(^14\) Dellas (2005),\(^15\) Vorel (2007)\(^16\) and Grigore (2011)\(^17\) - the CJEU encountered the repeated contention that on-call hours should be excluded from the WTD’s definition. In response, the Court upheld a unitary conception of working time. This model embraces the expanse of activities that comprise any job, periods of activity and also episodes of availability during which the employee is at the disposal of the employer, such as on-call hours spent at the workplace.\(^18\)

In Tyco, the Court extended this analysis into the novel terrain of travel time. It held that the travel periods at issue met the three criteria of the WTD’s conception of working time. In doing so, the
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Court addressed each strand of the Article 2(1) definition and confirmed that the key tenets from the on-call jurisprudence are applicable to travel time.

With respect to criterion (1) (the worker is working), the Court addressed the distinctive spatial dimension of travel time. It concluded that the workers’ place of work could not be reduced to the premises of the customers. Since the closure of Tyco’s regional offices, the technicians did not have the ability freely to determine the distance between their homes and the locations at which they would start and finish the working day. In consequence, they should not bear the burden of the employer’s reorganisation.

On (2) (the worker is at the disposal of the employer), the Court cited Dellas, Vore and Grigore to reiterate the ‘decisive factor’ that the worker is required to be physically present at a place determined by, and available to, the employer. While driving, the technicians were unable to use their time freely or to pursue their own interests. The contention by the UK and Spanish governments that the technicians could conduct personal business during travel periods was dismissed as irrelevant to the legal classification of travel time (the employer’s interest in preventing any abuse is properly discharged through the use of monitoring procedures).

On criterion (3) (the worker is carrying out his activity or duties), the Court again rejected the ‘productivity regulation’ model of working time, which configures time-periods as amenable to regulation only when devoted to tasks deemed core to a job. In the on-call cases it was argued that these ‘inactive’ periods did not constitute working time. In concluding that they did, the Court eschewed a bifurcated model that would permit the excising of on-call periods from the parameters of regulated work. Most emphatically, in Dellas the Court was explicit that neither the intensity of work nor the worker’s output “are ... among the characteristic elements of the concept of ‘working time’ within the meaning of [the] Directive.” The classification as working time “follows solely from [the worker’s] obligation to be at his employer’s disposal.”

This stance was sustained in Tyco. The CJEU dismissed the employer’s contention that the technicians were not carrying out their “activity or duties” while travelling. Instead, the Court configured travel time as an intrinsic element of the job:

[The journeys of the workers....is [sic] a necessary means of providing those workers’ technical services to those customers. Not taking those journeys into account would enable an employer....to claim that only the time spent carrying out the activity of installing and maintaining the security systems falls within the concept of ‘working time’.... which would distort that concept and jeopardise the objective of protecting the safety and health of workers.]
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The Tyco decision therefore clarified the classification of travel periods under the WTD. Home/client travel of peripatetic workers will generally be counted as working time. The Court’s analysis can also be presumed to embrace most travel between assignments. The Court again confirmed that EU labour law hosts a health and safety model of working time regulation in which limits and rest periods are fundamental (and therefore universal) protections. The Tyco judgment is therefore of immediate significance to European employers. It will prompt firms and organisations that employ peripatetic workers to ensure that their practices on home/client travel comply with the WTD. Travel that is poorly organised on the basis of risk-shifting to employees will be open to challenge. The decision therefore holds promise for workers in sectors - such as home care - in which travel time is contested (albeit that the decision’s effects can be weakened in States and sectors, the UK among them, in which the weekly limit can be displaced by ‘individual opt-out’ agreements).

On broader trends towards temporal fragmentation and the feasible regulatory responses, the Court’s robust elaboration of the unitary model’s embrace of travel time, and in particular its expansive rendition of the components of a job, can be deployed in other contexts. The rich conception of working time from the on-call cases can sustain a work/family-oriented conception of working time in which waged labour is regulated in part to curtail absence from family life. The decision also signals how conventional labour law regimes can evolve to incorporate novel aspects of the contemporary realignment of employment, and in particular the transfer of elements of waged labour to the private sphere (the technicians in Tyco were sent their daily itineraries during evenings to an application installed on their phones).

4. Wage regulation: the boundary of the unitary model

In cementing the unitary model in European working time regulation, however, the CJEU simultaneously highlighted an alternative path towards casualization. In response to the contention of the UK government that to regulate home/client travel would inevitably increase costs, the Court reiterated its customary stance that the objectives of the WTD cannot be subordinated to purely economic considerations. The Court observed, however, that “Tyco remains free to determine the remuneration for the time spent travelling between home and customers.” It further stressed that – with the exception of Article 7(1) on paid annual leave - the Directive regulates working time. Remuneration is the province of Member State law.

The Court was evoking a limit on the EU’s competence: the exclusion of pay by Article 153(5) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. As the CJEU noted, this exclusion was alluded to in
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the on-call decisions. Yet the regulatory strategy suggested in Tyco is of a different tenor. The most detailed treatment of wages in the on-call jurisprudence – in Vorel - invoked the limited scope of the WTD to envisage different wage rates for on-call and call-out periods40:

[The Directive] does not prevent a Member State applying legislation on the remuneration of workers and concerning on-call duties performed by them at the workplace which makes a distinction between the treatment of periods in the course of which work is actually done and those during which no actual work is done, provided that such a system wholly guarantees the practical effect of the rights conferred on workers by the said directives in order to ensure the effective protection of the health and safety.41

In both Tyco and Vorel, then, the Court contemplated lower wage-rates for periods that met all of the conventional criteria of working time. Yet In Vorel, the goal was to distinguish episodes of inactivity (a strategy that is questionable in conception and tricky in design42). In Tyco, in contrast, the Court had concluded that the travel period was not inactive: driving was among the workers’ “activity or duties.”43 The CJEU was therefore envisaging lower wage-rates for wholly active periods of work. Further, the Court’s analysis – albeit truncated – offered no principled justification that lower-wages should be confined to home-client travel, rather than to extend to all travel periods.

Narrowly, then, the Court signalled to domestic wage regimes that home/client travel time can be either unpaid, as is permitted under the UK National Minimum Wage framework,44 or paid at a lower rate. More broadly, the Court highlighted that temporal bifurcation in wage regulation is a path to fragmentation that is compatible with the EU legal order.

The Court was indicating a brand of fragmentation increasingly familiar from a range of techniques that drain waged-time from the working day: ‘zero hours’ contracts, highly fragmented schedules,45 non-compliance with legal requirements on travel time etc.46 Given these trends, a better approach is to sustain the unitary model through regulatory frameworks that count working hours as working time for all purposes, including remuneration.47 This ‘reconstructive labour law’ strategy mitigates against spiralling fragmentation by configuring the role of contemporary legal regulation as sustaining and constructing coherent and protective working relationships.48 It also regulates for
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work/family by constraining and appropriately remunerating periods that workers spend apart from their families or from other dimensions of their lives.49

5. Conclusion

Travel time has become an increasingly contested site of contemporary working life, most prominently in vulnerable segments of the labour market. In Tyco, the CJEU clarified that the home/client travel time of peripatetic workers, and by extension most travel periods, constitutes working time under the EU Working Time Directive. It thereby further entrenched the unitary model of working time that was refined in the line of on-call work cases triggered by the Court’s 2000 SIMAP judgment. While staunchly upholding unitary regulation in working time, however, the Court highlighted that bifurcation of working hours in wage regulation is reconcilable with EU law. This stance aligns with a range of related and evolving strategies in the temporal organization of work in European economies, all of which tend towards excising elements of the remunerated working day. In contrast, regulatory models that embed an expansive conception of working hours across both working time and wage regimes are a crucial element of broader strategies to constrain temporal fragmentation.
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